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Abstract. Dunfield found 9 manifolds in the SnapPy census that are both asymmetric and complements
of L-space knots in S3. Using SnapPy and KLO we find presentations of these knots as closures of positive
braids. The smallest of these has genus 12 and braid index 4. Using the program Heegaard, we also confirm
that these knots have tunnel number 2.
1. Introduction
A knot in S3 with a positive Dehn surgery to a Heegaard Floer L-space [OS05] is an L-space knot. Such
knots are necessarily fibered [Ni07, Ghi08] and strongly quasi-positive [Hed10]. Many L-space knots are also
braid positive, in that they may be expressed as closures of positive braids. However, there is an L-space
knot known to not be braid positive.
Example 1. The positive trefoil T2,3 is the (2, 3) torus knot. It is the only L-space knot of genus 1 [Ghi08].
Its (2, 3)–cable T 2,32,3 is also an L-space knot by the cabling formula of [Hed05]. Using the cabling formula
for knot genera, one finds that T 2,32,3 has genus 3. One also finds that while T
2,3
2,3 has a diagram with crossing
number 15, it doesn’t appear among the prime knots of at most 12 crossings [CLM].1 In particular, the
crossing number of T 2,32,3 is greater than 12. (Indeed, [Dun19, Table 8] lists T
2,3
2,3 as the 15 crossing knot
15n124802 in the nomenclature of [HTW98].)
Now, for a closed positive braid diagram, Seifert’s Algorithm produces a minimal genus Seifert surface for
the closed braid. Therefore if a genus g knot with crossing number c is the closure of a positive braid with
braid index b and word length ` ≥ c, then 2g − 1 = ` − b. Furthermore, we may assume that each braid
generator appears in the braid word at least twice so that ` ≥ 2(b − 1), since otherwise there would be a
smaller index positive braid whose closure is the knot. Putting these together, one concludes that 4g ≥ c.
Thus the genus 3 knot T 2,32,3 with crossing number greater than 12 cannot be braid positive.
Presumably, there are other cabled L-space knots which are not braid positive. Nonetheless, one wonders
the following.
Question 2 (e.g. Problem 31.2 [HLR17]). Are all hyperbolic L-space knots braid positive?
An affirmative answer would imply that there are finitely many hyperbolic L-space knots of any given
genus, see [HW18, Conjecture 6.7] and [BM15, Conjecture 1.2]. Given the existence of L-space knots which
are not braid positive, it seems an affirmative answer to this question is unlikely. In attempting to find
a counterexample, one may look towards hyperbolic L-space knots with other remarkable properties or
remarkable origins.
Dunfield hands us such a collection of knots.2 The data from [Dun18] determines that there are exactly
1,267 complements of knots in S3 in the SnapPy census. Among these, the data from [Dun19] identifies 630
as L-space knots, identifies 635 as not L-space knots, and leaves 2 of them unclassified. Of the 630 L-space
knots, computations of the isometry groups show that exactly 9 of these are asymmetric3.
1The knot T 2,32,3 has a 15 crossing diagram with DT code (8,−24, 12,−16, 4,−20,−28,−30, 22,−10, 26,−2, 18,−6,−14).
The KnotFinder feature of the KnotInfo site did not locate this knot among the prime knots of at most 13 cross-
ings. For comparison, by switching a single crossing we obtain a 15 crossing diagram for T 2,52,3 with DT code
(8,−24, 12,−16, 4,−20,−28,−30, 22,−10, 26,−2, 18,−6, 14) which KnotFinder identifies as the knot 13n4639.
2Personal communication.
3A hyperbolic knot is asymmetric if the isometry group of its complement is trivial
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Figure 1. A positive braid whose closure is the hyperbolic asymmetric L-space knot with
complement ’t12533’.
D = {'t12533', 't12681', 'o9_38928', 'o9_39162', 'o9_40363',
'o9_40487', 'o9_40504', 'o9_40582', 'o9_42675'}
These manifolds are presented only as triangulated 1–cusped hyperbolic manifolds with a known S3 filling.
While this means they are knot complements, we are not given diagrams for the associated knots.
In this note we not only find diagrams for the knots whose complements are the manifolds in D, but we
also find positive braids whose closures are these knots.
Theorem 3. The manifolds in D are complements of braid positive knots.
Proof. For each manifold of D, Table 2 gives a positive braid word whose closure is a knot with the manifold
as its complement. As an example, Figure 1 illustrates a positive braid whose closure has 't12533' as its
complement. The braid word is given as a list of positive integers where the integer n represents the standard
braid generator σn. These may be verified using SnapPy by the command
Link(braid_closure=word ).exterior().identify()
where word is the list of integers giving the braid word being checked.4 The output will be the list of names
that SnapPy has for the manifold that is the complement of the closure of the braid. 
There is a similar question about the tunnel numbers of L-space knots. While L-space knots with arbitrar-
ily large tunnel number may be obtained through iterated cables [BM18, Proposition 23], all other known
examples of hyperbolic L-space knots have tunnel number at most 2. In particular, see [Mot16, Theorem
1.13] and [BL17, Proposition 10.2].
Question 4. Do all hyperbolic L-space knots have tunnel number at most 2?
Theorem 5. The manifolds in D are complements of knots with tunnel number 2.
Proof. SnapPy gives 3 generator, 2 relator fundamental group presentations for each of the manifolds in D,
and Berge’s Heegaard program quickly confirms that these each are realized by a genus 3 Heegaard splitting
of the manifold. If one of the manifolds had a genus 2 Heegaard diagram, then it would admit a strong
involution (induced by the hyperelliptic involution of the genus 2 surface) and not be asymmetric. Thus
the manifolds in D have Heegaard genus exactly 3. Therefore each manifold and associated knot has tunnel
number 2. 
Remark 6. L-space knots with braid index 2 are torus knots. Those with braid index 3 are either torus
knots or braid positive twisted torus knots [LV]. Such knots are all strongly invertible, braid positive, and
have tunnel number 1. The closure of the positive braid shown in Figure 1 is an asymmetric hyperbolic
L-space knot of genus 12 with braid index 4 and tunnel number 2.
Question 7. Are there other asymmetric L-space knots of braid index 4?
Question 8. What is the smallest genus of asymmetric L-space knots?
Remark 9. Aside from these 9 asymmetric L-space knots, one may further check that the remaining 621
L-space knots in the census and the 2 with unclassified L-space knot status have symmetry groups of order
2 generated by a strong involution. Furthermore, one may also check that each of these knots have tunnel
number at most 2 in the manner of the proof of Theorem 5. Only in 3 cases did we need to retriangulate
the knot complement to confirm the existence of a Heegaard splitting of genus at most 3.
4Running SnapPy within Sage, first import snappy then use the command snappy.Link instead of just Link.
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The previously known examples of asymmetric L-space knots all admit an alternating surgery, a non-trivial
surgery to the double branched cover of a non-split alternating link [BL17].
Question 10. Do any of the asymmetric L-space knots in D admit an alternating surgery?
2. Methods and Results
Given a triangulated 1–cusped manifold with a known S3 filling, it must be the complement of a knot in
S3. There are currently no known algorithms for computing a knot diagram given this data5, so we attempt
to find a diagram for the knot by the following method:
Using SnapPy, we drill out a small number of short geodesics until we obtain a manifold that SnapPy
recognizes as the complement of a link for which it has a corresponding link diagram. SnapPy can confirm
there are isometries between the drilled manifold and the link complement while supplying the actions of
these isometries on the cusps. For each isometry, the action on the cusps determines a slope for each link
component that is either the image of a meridian of a drilled-out geodesic or the original S3 filling slope.
Moving to KLO, we create a surgery diagram from the SnapPy link diagram with surgery coefficients given
by the slopes. We use KLO to assist in the reduction of the surgery diagram into a diagram of the knot
(with slope ∞). In principle, this can be done through a sequence of Rolfsen twists, adding and removing
∞–sloped unknotted components as needed.
For the manifolds of D, we only needed to drill at most two geodesics before SnapPy identified the resulting
manifold as the complement of a link of unknots. This is shown in Table 1. Furthermore, in each case,
• an isometry of the drilled manifold to the link complement took the S3 filling slope of the original
cusp to an ∞ slope of one of the link complements, and
• restricting this link to the sublink of the remaining components yielded either an unknot or a Hopf
link.
Since the surgery coefficients on this unknot or Hopf link sublink must present S3, reduction of this sublink
to the empty link by Rolfsen twists is straightforward. When this sublink is an unknot, its surgery coefficient
must be of the form −1/n for some integer n, so it may be eliminated by performing n Rolfsen twists upon
it. When this sublink is a Hopf link, then one may reduce surgery coefficients by performing a sequence
of Rolfsen twists alternately on each component until one component has a surgery coefficient of the form
−1/n, which then may be eliminated by performing n Rolfsen twists, and by previous considerations the
remaining unknot component may also be eliminated. Only in the case of L11n425(2, 1)(2, 3)(0, 0) do we
need to do more than one Rolfsen twist per sublink component for the reduction.
It turned out in each case that the last remaining component of the sublink was either a positive braid
axis for the resulting knot or quite close to being one. While in each case a positive braid presentation can
be found by hand without too much trouble, KLO and SnapPy can aid in finding such a presentation. The
knot can be transferred from KLO to SnapPy by exporting and importing a PLink file, where then SnapPy
can use the diagram to find a braid word whose closure is the link. After possibly having it simplify the
diagram as much as possible, in each case SnapPy coincidentally found a positive (or negative) braid word
either immediately or with minimal adjustment in KLO. These braid words are recorded in Table 2 along
with their word length and braid index. The genus and Alexander polynomial6 of each corresponding knot
is also given.
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Table 1. SnapPy identified the following link exteriors for “small” drillings of the manifolds
in D. The notation M-n means the nth shortest geodesic was drilled from the manifold M,
enumerating from 0. The last column gives a filling of the boxed link exterior that is
isometric to the original manifold. In each case, the (1, 0) filling of the remaining cusp yields
S3.
M M-0 M-0-0 M-0-1 M-0-2 filling
't12533' L12n1994 L14n58444 L14n58444(5,2)(1,2)(0,0)
't12681' L12n1968 L12n1968(0,0)(7,2)(1,3)
'o9_38928' L13n9833 L11n425 L11n425(2,1)(1,3)(0,0)
'o9_39162' L12n1993 L12n1968 L12n1968(0,0)(5,1)(1,4)
'o9_40363' L12n1968 L12n1968(0,0)(7,2)(1,4)
'o9_40487' L13n6572 L13n8037 L13n9366 L13n6572(-1,1)(0,0)
'o9_40504' L13n9833 L11n425 L11n425(2,1)(2,3)(0,0)
'o9_40582' L12n1994 L14n58444 L14n58444(5,2)(1,3)(0,0)
'o9_42675' L11n425 L14n55251 L11n425(3,1)(1,2)(0,0)
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Table 2. Each manifold of D is listed with a positive braid word whose closure is a knot
with the manifold as its complement, the length and index of the braid, the genus of the
knot, and the Alexander polynomial of the knot.
manifold braid word
word length braid index genus
Alexander polynomial
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a22 + a20 − a18 + a17 − a16 + a15 − a13 + a12 − a10 + a9 − a6 + a5 − a+ 1
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43 6 19
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